it, a mountainous, abrupt land, the sea everywhere apparently risen too
high upon it, so that all gentle slopes to the water's edge are lost. All shore
lines abrupt. It is morning. Pure golden skies are seen over far stretches
of blue sea dotted in the distance by flocks of white sampan sails—white
birds at rest on the blue water.
Imagine, if you can, sloping foothills and mountain sides all antique
sculpture, carved, century after century, with curving terraces. The culti-
vated fields rising tier on tier to still higher terraced vegetable fields,
green-dotted. And extending far-above the topmost dotted fields, see the
very mountain tops themselves corrugated with regular rows of young
pine trees pushing diagonally over them. Reforestation, the Imperial
Government's share in the pattern, everywhere visible.
Look at the clusters of straw-thatched villages nesting in the nooks of
the mountainous land naturally as birds nesting in trees. Or clinging there
like the vegetation itself to steep slopes. Turn about, and look at the ruddy-
bronze naked bodies of fishermen gleaming red in the sun as they go
sculling by. Turn again and see the toilers in the fields, animated spots
of true indigo-blue, spots that live in the landscape like the flowers and
birds. The birds strangely without song: few of the flowers with any per-
fume at all but so boldly made, so brilliant and profuse as to seem artificial.
I often touched many in flower arrangements to see whether they were
real or artificial.
Glance as you go ashore for the first time into the village streets at the
swarms of brightly clad, happy children, babies thrust into the bright
kimonos on their backs, for the child is the Japanese treasure of treasures.
Observe the silhouette of the clothed female figures—young or old—a
simple swelling curve from nape of neck to white cotton-covered heels as
all go clogging about with short scraping steps, white feet thrust into tall
wooden clogs. These white feet will tell the story of the dwelling ancient
Shinto religion built there in that land of the living as a matter of every-
day life, and everywhere! The cotton-clad white feet are more significant
in the telling of the tale of the Japanese house than anything else could
be. Men and women so care for their very young, and their very old, it is
said their country is the paradise of old age and of childhood. Old age is a
qualification, not a disqualification, in Japan. A proof of civilization, sadly
lacking in our own?
And all these patient human beings from the very young to the very
old seem gladly and humbly resigned to loving one another, respecting
one another as they clog along bowing and smiling to one another politely,
scraping over damp bare-earth streets the feet made white with tabi^ kept
white. These significant 'tabi9 are merely a soft-fitted white-cotton low
sock-shoe. When going out, the tobi are thrust into the wooden geta or
clogs waiting at the door. The 'geta1 are a sort of detachable stilted wooden
hoof to be left outside on the dirt or stone pavement of the entry as the
'white-feet' leave and step up inside onto spotless tatami of the dwelling.
The removable sections of firm, padded straw-matting of their house floors
are called tatami.
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